We prove lower bounds on the complexity of maintaining fully dynamic k-edge or k-vertex connectivity in plane graphs and in (k − 1)-vertex connected graphs. We show an amortized lower bound of (log n/k(log log n + log b)) per edge insertion, deletion, or query operation in the cell probe model, where b is the word size of the machine and n is the number of vertices in G. We also show an amortized lower bound of (log n/(log log n + log b)) per operation for fully dynamic planarity testing in embedded graphs. These are the first lower bounds for fully dynamic connectivity problems.
1.
Introduction. This paper shows lower bounds for fully dynamic data structures by giving reductions to the parity prefix sum problem [7] . We call a graph G plane if G is planar and we are given a fixed embedding of G. An embedding of a graph G is uniquely determined by fixing at each vertex the order of its incident edges. Two nodes x and y are k-edge (resp. k-vertex) connected if there are k edge-disjoint (resp. vertex-disjoint) paths connecting them. For further terminology we refer to [6] .
Given a graph G, the fully dynamic k-edge (resp. k-vertex) connectivity problem is to execute the following operations in arbitrary order:
Insert (u, v) : Add the edge (u, v) to G. Delete (u, v) : Remove the edge (u, v) from G. Query (u, v) : Return yes, if u and v are k-edge (resp. k-vertex) connected, and no otherwise.
In the fully dynamic planarity testing problem we execute a sequence of edge insertions and deletions interleaved with queries of the form Query (u, v) : Return yes, if inserting the edge (u, v) does not destroy the planarity of the graph, and no otherwise in arbitrary order. If G is plane, an insertion is given as a parameter the new edge (u, v) and also the location of this edge in the order of edges at vertex u and at vertex v. We require that [3] O(log 2 n) [5] O(log 2 n) [8] , [10] O( √ n) [4] 2-Edge-connectivity O(log 2 n) [11] O(log 2 n) [5] O(log 3 n) [8] , [10] O( √ n) [4] 2-Vertex-connectivity O(log 2 n) [14] O( √ n) [5] O( √ n log 3/2 n) [9] 3-Edge-connectivity O( √ n) [5] O(n 2/3 ) [4] 3-Vertex-connectivity O( √ n) [5] O(n) [4] 
4-Edge-connectivity
O( √ n) [5] O(nα(n)) [4] Planarity testing O(log 2 n) [12] O( √ n) [5] the resulting embedding remains planar. We call fully dynamic problems with these restrictions fully dynamic problems in plane graphs.
In Table 1 we give the current best upper bounds per operation in plane graphs, planar graphs, and general graphs. For general graphs we present both the best deterministic and the best randomized bounds.
We establish lower bounds on the time per operation for the above problems in the cell probe model. We show the lower bounds in the cell probe model of computation with word size b [18] . The time complexity of a sequential computation is defined to be the number of accessed memory words in a RAM of fixed word size b. All other operations are free. This model is at least as powerful as a random access machine of the same word size.
Given a graph G with n nodes we show the following bounds for arbitrary word size b:
1. A lower bound of (log n/(log log n + log b)) on the time per operation for the fully dynamic planarity testing problem in embedded and in general graphs. 2. A lower bound of (log n/(k(log log n + log b))) on the time per operation for the fully dynamic k-edge or k-vertex connectivity problem in (general) (k − 1)-vertex connected graphs. The lower bound holds even if every query tests the same two nodes s and t. 3. A lower bound of (log n/(k(log log n + log b))) on the time per operation for the fully dynamic k-edge or k-vertex connectivity problem in plane c-vertex connected graphs, where c = min(k − 1, 2). The lower bound holds even if every query tests the same two nodes s and t.
These lower bounds show that the upper bounds for connectivity and 2-edge connectivity in plane graphs and the randomized bounds in general graphs differ by only a factor of O(log n log log n), and O(log 2 log log n), respectively, from optimal. The fact that the lower bounds also apply to (k −1)-vertex connected graphs (and thus also to (k −1)-edge connected graphs) implies that the "hardness" of the k-edge (resp. k-vertex) connectivity problem does not depend on the "hardness" of the (k − 1)-edge (resp.(k − 1)-vertex) connectivity problem.
Related Work. Miltersen et al. independently showed the lower bound for the fully dynamic connectivity problem [13] . Eppstein [2] recently simplified the proof and applied it to grid graphs. Westbrook and Tarjan [16] gave a lower bound for a (stronger) variant of the dynamic connectivity, 2-edge-connectivity, and 2-vertex-connectivity problems. Their model of a dynamic algorithm requires that a query returns the component to which a vertex belongs. In this stronger model they proved that for the separable pointer machine model for any n and any m there exists a sequence of m edge insertions and backtracking edge deletions whose cost is (m log n/ log log n).
If only insertions and queries, but no deletions are allowed, then tight lower bounds of (α(m, n)) per operation are known for connectivity, 2-edge connectivity, 2-vertex connectivity, 3-edge connectivity, 3-vertex connectivity, and planarity testing [17] , [15] by reducing these problems to the union-find problem.
An earlier version of this work has appeared in [14] .
In the next section we give the general ideas of the lower bound proofs. In Sections 3 and 4 we present the proofs for fully dynamic planarity testing and k-edge and k-vertex connectivity. In Section 5 we remove the dependency on b in a more specific model of computation.
The General Idea.
We give first a data structure problem, called the helpful parity prefix sum problem, for which a lower bound is known. Then we reduce the helpful parity prefix sum problem to each fully dynamic problem discussed in this paper to:
The parity prefix sum problem is defined as follows: Given an array A [1] , . . . , A[n] of integers mod 2 with initial value zero execute an arbitary sequence of the following operations:
The helpful parity prefix sum problem is the following modified parity prefix sum problem: Given an array A[0], . . . , A[n + 1] of integers mod 2 such that initially all A[i] are 0, except for A[0] and A[n + 1] which are 1, execute the following operations in arbitrary order:
. Fredman and Saks [7] show that there exists a sequence of m operations for the parity prefix sum problem that take time (m log n/(log log n + log b)) in the cell probe model with word size b. To show the lower bound for the helpful parity prefix sum problem we observe that the proof pertaining to the parity prefix sum problem applies to the helpful parity prefix sum problem, since it does not put any constraints on the information input of an update.
Given an instance of the helpful parity prefix sum problem we construct a fully dynamic problem and a current graph G with at least n + 1 nodes as follows. We label the nodes by consecutive numbers starting at 0 and partition the set of nodes labeled by i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n into an even and an odd set as follows: Vertex i is called even if Sum(i) returns 0, and odd otherwise. The even nodes are connected by a chain of edges, called the even chain, the odd nodes are connected by another chain of edges, called the odd chain. The chain might be connected to additional nodes. A Sum(l) operation corresponds to determining the parity of node l which in turn corresponds to inserting and deleting O(k) edges, and asking a query in the fully dynamic problem with node l as one of the parameters. An Add(l, i, j) operation corresponds to inserting and deleting a constant number of suitable edges.
The above implemetation of the helpful parity prefix sum problem requires a constant number of operations in the fully dynamic data structure. Thus, the lower bound for the former problem shows that there exists a sequence of m operations for the fully dynamic problem that takes time (m log n/(log log n +log b)) in the cell probe model with word size b.
A Lower Bound for Fully Dynamic Planarity Testing.
To reduce the helpful parity prefix sum problem to the fully dynamic planarity testing problem we construct the following graph G with n + 3 nodes.
• Vertices 0, n + 1, and n + 2 form a triangle.
• Even vertices are connected by a even chain, odd vertices are connected by an odd chain. • The first vertex f even of the even chain and the first vertex f odd of the odd chain are connected by an edge to vertex 0. The clockwise order of the edges at vertex 0 is as follows: (0, n + 2), (0, n + 1), (0, f even ), (0, f odd ). • The last vertex l even of the even chain and the last vertex l odd of the odd chain are connected to vertex n+1 by an edge. The clockwise order at vertex n+1 is (n+1, l odd ), (n + 1, l even ), (n + 1, 0), and (n + 1, n + 2). • There is an edge between vertex l odd and vertex n + 2 such that the order of the edges at n + 2 is (n + 2, l odd ), (n + 2, n + 1), (n + 2, 0). Let i be the predecessor of l odd . Then (l odd,n+1) , (l odd , n + 2), and (l odd , i) is the clockwise order of the vertices at l odd .
For an example see Figure 1 . To reduce the helpful parity prefix sum problem to the dynamic planarity testing problem we maintain a dynamic planarity testing data structure for G and the variables f even , f odd , l even , and l odd . 3.1. A Sum Query. The odd chain, along with the edges ( f odd , 0), (0, n + 1), and (n + 1, l odd ) forms a cycle of edges. All vertices on the even chain are on one side of this cycle, but the edge (l odd , n + 2) forces the vertex n + 2 to be on the other side. Thus adding an edge between a vertex on the even chain and vertex n +2 destroys the planarity of the graph, while adding an edge between a vertex on the odd chain and vertex n + 2 preserves planarity. Hence, an edge between vertex l and vertex n + 2 can be added to the graph if and only if S l is odd. This implies that a Sum(l) query can be answered by testing whether an edge between vertex n + 2 and vertex l preserves the planarity of the graph.
An Add
Operation. An Add(l, i, j) changes S q for all q ≥ l from odd to even and vice versa. To update the embedding appropriately we have to cut the edge (i odd , j odd ) of the odd chain with i odd < l and j odd ≥ l and the edge (i even , j even ) of the even chain with i even < l and j even ≥ l. We describe below how to determine i odd , j odd , i even , and j even . Then we insert an edge connecting the first part of the odd chain with the second part of the even chain and vice versa. Thus, only a constant number of edge insertions and deletions are necessary.
If we execute an Add(4) operation in the example of Figure 1, then (3, 4) and (1, 7) are the edges to be deleted. In the example of Figure 1 the edges (3, 7) and (1, 4) have to be added. See the result in Figure 2 .
To maintain the planarity of the embedding (and also the connectedness of the graph) we execute these steps in the following order:
1. Delete the edges (i odd , j odd ) and (l odd , n + 2). 2. Insert the edge (i even , j odd ) (such that it is consistent with the embedding). 3. Delete the edges (l odd , n + 1) and (i even , j even ). 4. Replace l even by l odd and vice versa. 5. Insert the edges (i odd , j even ), (l even , n + 1), and(l odd , n + 2) (in the right order of the embedding at the vertices l odd , n + 1, and n + 2).
To determine the vertices i odd , j odd , i even , and j even it suffice to ask a Sum query as shown by the following lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let S be the value of S l before an Add(l, i, j) operation. Then • i even = i − 1 and j even = j and i odd = l − 1 and j odd = l if S is odd, and • i even = l − 1 and j even = l and i odd = i − 1 and j odd = j if S is even.
PROOF. If S is odd, obviously i odd = l − 1 and j odd = l. Note that i − 1 is the largest vertex smaller than l that lies on the even chain, and hence i even = i − 1. Note that j is the smallest vertex ≥ l + 1 such that S j is even and S j−1 is odd. Thus, j is the smallest vertex larger than l that lies on the even chain, and hence j even = j.
The proof is symmetric if S is even.
Thus we proved that a Sum operation can be answered with one planarity test and an Add operation causes a constant number of operations in the dynamic planarity testing data structure. As shown in the previous section this implies the following theorem. 
The Lower Bounds for Fully Dynamic Connectivity Problems.
We first give the lower bounds for fully dynamic connectivity problems in (k − 1)-connected graphs and then in plane graphs. PROOF. Let S 0 be 1. For p > 0 we still define S q = q j=1 A [ j] . Given a helpful parity prefix sum problem, we construct a graph consisting of a vertex labeled t and k(n + 1) vertices, labeled (l, p), with 0 ≤ l ≤ n and 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1. The vertex (0, 0) is also labeled s. The graph contains the following edges:
The Lower Bound in General Graphs
• For a fixed l the vertices (l, p) are connected by a complete graph K k . The vertices (l, p) represent the sum S l . • If S l is odd and l is the largest index smaller than l such that S l is odd, there is an edge ((l , p), (l, p) ) for 0 ≤ p ≤ k −1. This creates k odd chains. The vertices representing even S l are connected in the same way and create k even chains. • Let f odd be the lowest index i larger than 0 such that S i is odd and let f even be the lowest index i such that S i is even. There is an edge (( f odd , p), (0, p) ) for 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1. If k > 1, there is an edge (( f even , p), (0, p)) for 1 ≤ p ≤ k − 1. (Note that we do not insert an edge for p = 0.) • For each 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1 there is an edge (t, (n, p) ). Fig. 3 . The graph constructed for the array 1 0 1 1 1 0 to show a lower bound for 3-vertex and 3-edge connectivity in a 2-vertex connected graph (n = 6). Here f even = 3, f odd = 1, l even = 6, and l odd = 4.
Note that the resulting graph is (k − 1)-vertex connected. In the example of Figure 3 f even = 3 and f odd = 1.
To answer a Sum(l) operation we first add the edges (t, (l, p)) for all 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1 and then delete all edges of the form (t, (n, p) ). In the resulting graph vertex s and vertex t are k-edge and k-vertex connected if and only if S l is odd. Thus we ask a Query(s, t) and then restore the graph. This shows that a Sum(l) operation corresponds to k edge insertions and deletions plus one k-edge or k-vertex connectivity query in the graph.
Each Add(l, i, j) operation corresponds to the following at most k + 1 insertions and deletions of edges in the graph. Let i odd be the largest vertex on the odd chain with i odd < l and let j odd be the smallest vertex on the odd chain with j odd ≥ l. Let i even and j even be defined accordingly. We determine i even and j even with a Sum query as in the previous section. To update the graph we execute the following steps:
• We insert the edges ((i odd , p), ( j even , p)) and ((i even , p), ( j odd , p)) for 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1.
• Afterward we delete the edges ((i odd , p), ( j odd , p)) and ((i even , p), ( j even , p)) for 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1. • If f even or f odd changes, we update the edges to (0, p) for all p appropriately. If l even or l odd changes, we update the edges incident to t appropriately.
Since the graph is (k − 1)-vertex connected before and after the update and we first insert and afterward deleted edges, the graph remains (k − 1)-vertex connected during all insertions and deletions. Thus, this reduces the prefix sum problem to a fully dynamic k-edge or k-vertex connectivity problem in a (k − 1)-vertex connected graph. A sequence of m Add and Sum operations corresponds to O(km) edge insertions, deletions, and connectivity queries. Thus, the lower bound for the prefix sum problem gives an amortized lower of (log n/k(log log n + log b)) per operation.
The Lower Bound in Plane Graphs.
In this section we prove the following theorem. PROOF. Let S 0 be 1. Given a helpful parity prefix sum problem we construct a graph consisting of one vertex t and k(n + 1) vertices, labeled (l, p) with 0 ≤ l ≤ n and 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1. The vertex (0, 0) is also labeled s. The graph contains the following edges:
• There is an edge ((l, p), (l, p + 1)) for all l and 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 2. The vertices (l, p) represent S l for 0 ≤ l ≤ n. If S l is odd and l is the largest index smaller than l such that S l is odd, there is an edge ((l , p), (l, p)) for 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1. This creates k odd chains. All vertices with even S l are connected in the same way, creating k even chains. • Let f odd (resp. f even ) be the lowest index i larger than 0 such that S i is odd (resp. even) and let l odd (resp. l even ) be the highest index i smaller than n + 1 such that S i is odd (even). For all 0 ≤ p ≤ k − 1 there is an edge ((0, p), ( f odd , p)). Additionally, the graph contains an edge ((0, 0), ( f even , 0)) and ((0, k − 1), ( f even , k − 1)). • The node t is connected to each node (l odd , p) for 0 ≤ p ≤ k −1 by an edge. The order (t, (l odd , 0)), . . . , (t, (l odd , k − 1)) corresponds to the counterclockwise embedding at t of these edges. • There is an edge ((l even , 0), (l even , k − 1)).
• The embedding of the edges at (l, p) is ((l, p), (l, p − 1)), ((l, p), (l , p)), ((l, p), (l, p + 1)), and ((l, p), (l , p)), where l < l < l (nonexisting edges omitted).
Note that this gives a plane graph. Figure 4 gives an example. For the case that k > 1 we depict below each step of an operation. In these figures the affected embedding is drawn with the even chains placed above the odd chains (see Figure 5 ). The shaded areas depict parts of the graph that are not affected by the operation and thus not drawn in detail. 
Sum
Queries. To answer a Sum(l) query, we execute the following steps. We depict each step for the case that S l is even. Newly inserted edges are drawn bold. 4. We delete the edge ((i even , 0), ( j even , 0)) and the edge ((i odd , k − 1), ( j odd , k − 1)) see Figure 13 . 5. We insert the edges ((i odd , p), ( j even , p)) for 1 ≤ p ≤ k − 1 (see Figure 14 ). 6. We delete the edges ((i even , k−1), ( j even , 0)), ((i odd , k−1), ( j odd , 0)), and (t, (l even , k− 1)) (see Figure 15 ). 7. Finally we swap l even and l odd , delete ((l odd , 0), (l odd , k − 1)), insert (t, (l odd , 0)), . . . , (t, (l odd , k − 1)), delete (t, (l even , 0)), . . . , (t, (l even , k − 1)), and insert ((l even , 0)(l even , k − 1)) (see Figure 16 ).
The embedding in the final graph (see Figure 16 ) is identical to the originally defined embedding of the graph (see Figure 17 ).
The above steps maintain the planarity of the embedding and the c-vertex connectivity of the graph. This shows that each Add(l) operation can be executed with O(k) edge insertions and deletions in a plane, c-vertex connected graph and completes the proof of the theorem.
Extensions.
The dependence of the lower bounds on the word length can be removed for the price of assuming a more specific model of computation, namely, a RAM with arithmetic instructions on integers of unbounded word size. Using the lower bounds of [1] for the parity prefix sum problem and the helpful parity prefix sum problem and the same reductions as in the previous sections we obtain a lower bound of (log n/log log n) if the data structure uses space that is polynomial in n and a lower bound of (log n/log log m) if the space is unrestricted and m operations are executed.
